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THE EXTENSION OF A LOCALLY 




The main purpose of this paper is to prove that a locally compact 
local group is locally isomorphic to a global group; In fact, such a 
local group is locally the direct product of a compact group and a local 
Lie group. A similar structure theorem was obtained for locally conpact 
global groups by V.M. Gluskov £ l; Theorem A, p. 56 3* The general­
ization of the global result to the local case is based upon the results
and techniques of A.R. Jacoby [5 ]
Since the main body of the paper consists of an uninterrupted
sequence of definitions and theorems, an outline of the structure of the 
theory is included below in order to show how the theorems interlock to 
give the main result.
Before proceeding to the outline I wish to acknowledge the debt I 
owe to A.R. Jacoby; specifically, for his help in connection with this 
paper, and generally for several years of "intensive care".
For the notation used in this introduction and the remaining text 
see section 0 .
The first three sections are preliminary. They contain the definitions 
and results required for any discussion of local groups and the key results 
which are already known or which are immediate consequences of known ' 
results. In particular, in section two it is stated that locally conpact 
local, groups are generalized local Lie groups .
vi
The first main result is Theorem 4 and its Corollary. If L is a 
locally compact local group, and if B is a conpact group in L contained 
in a suitably small balanced neighborhood U which is saturated with respect 
to JB; if L/(B, U) is a local Lie group, and if N is the commutator of B 
in U (i.e. N = {x: x e U, (b)(b e B =£-x»b = b*x)}), then B*N is a 
neighborhood of the identity e. Proposition F and its Corollary show that 
this conclusion is equivalent to the following: if and Qg are neighbor­
hoods of the identity in B and N respectively, then Q^-C^ is a neighborhood 
of the identity in L.
It is then shown that N contains a local Lie group M such that 
In o b] •M is a neighborhood of e in N. In Theorem 6 a compact subgroup 
A of B and a sub local Lie group M of N are obtained such that A n M = {e} 
and such that if and are neighborhoods of the identity in A and M 
respectively, then Q-^ ’Q  ^is a neighborhood of e in L. Thus L is locally
isomorphic to (U-A)^ (L+M).
Since every locally compact local groip is a generalized local Lie 
group (Theorem 1), the conditions of Theorem 4 are always met, and so every 
locally conpact local group is locally isomorphic to a global group.
vii
SECTION 0
The following notations are used for special sets: "IN" for the set
of natural numbers; 11 IN " for the set of natural numbers greater than 
or equal to n; " IN111" for the set of natural numbers less than or equal 
to m; " IN^ " for INn (\ IN111; "a " for the null set; " IR" for the set of
real numbers, and "R" for the ordinary topology on R. The function whose 
domain is A and whose value at x for any element x in A is fx is denoted 
by " Cx: A: fx] ". Any variable can be used in place of "x", any term in 
place of "A" and any formula in place of "fx". A similar notation is used 
for a function of two or more variables. For sets A, B, C, the set of all 
sets of form An C, where C Is an arbitrary member of B is denoted by 
"A # B"; any terms can be used in place of "A" and "B".
If and are two topologies, the product topology is denoted 
"T1 ^  ®1 ^2 *wo topological groups (local groups, Lie
groups or local Lie groups) the product group Is denoted "G-^  j( G2"
("Gl G2", "G-l ^  G2" or "G1 G2").
The notations "f: A B", "f: A B", and "f: A B" will denote 
that f is a function with domain A and range a subset of B, and is respec­
tively injective, surjective and bijective.
Occasionally in a long proof certain statements are isolated as 
claims. The proof of a claim is preceded by " F  "and followed by" J ". 
Proofs of subclaims and subsubclaims are indicated in a similar manner by 
" F ", " J " and " fir ", " J  ".
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2SECTION 1
.Definition 1. A local group is a quintuple L = (L, e, *, %  t) 
satisfying the following:
i) (L, t ) is a topological space;
ii) • is a function from a subset of L x L into L;
iii) ' is a function from a subset of L into L;
there is a subset 0 of L such that
(a) e e 0 e t
(b) 0 x 0 c. Domain (•)
(c) O -.c Domain (')
(d) (a)(b)(c)(a,b,c,a*b, b*c e 0 => a*(b*c) = (a*b)*c)
(e) (a)(a e 0 =» a' e 0, a*e = e*a = a, a*a' = a"*a =
(f) *|^  x 0 is (0 # t)t (0 # r)--r-continuous
(g) '|0 is tO # t)- T-continuouis ;
{e} is t--closed.
Definition 2. If L is a local group, and if 0 is a set satisfying iv) 
above, 0 will be called a"balanced neighborhood in LV The set of all 
balanced neighborhoods in L will be denoted by ”BN(L)
Notations. A subscript or superscript on "L" will signify that the 
names of the elements in the quintuple are similarly adorned. Thus, 
is a local group” will mean the notation is chosen so that
L1 = L^l» el» *1* V  Tl^ *
Definition 3. If L is a local group, and n e IN, and C c L, then 
C Is n^-able in L In case there is a function B:IN^ n -*2^ such that 
B(l) = C, and for every integer i in B(i) x C <= Domain (•)*
and [B(i)] • [ C] = B(i + 1).
Hie set of all n -able subsets of L will be denoted by "^(L, n)" 
If C is a member of $Q(L, m), and if B is the function satisfying
the above conditions, and if i is an integer in lN^ m, then we will
denote B(i) by "C^". Finally, "C°n will denote {e}.
Definition 4. If L is a local group, n is a positive integer, and C
ir.
and D are subsets of L, then we will say "C is n -able in D” in case 
C is a member of tQ(L, n), and for all integers I inlN^11, C1 <= D.
When these conditions hold, we will write "C e $(L, D, n).”
Finally, if n is a positive integer, we will define
$(L, n) = {C : (3 0)(0 e BN(L), C e $(L, 0, n))}.
Note. (0)(n)(0 e BN(L), n e IN => (3 01)(01 e 8N(L) n *(L, 0, n))).
Definition 5. If 1^  and are local groins, then a local homomorphism
from to is a map <(> from a subset of into L2 such that there
is an 0  ^in BN(L )^ and an 02 in BN(L^ ) satisfying the following:
i) 0^ e $(L1, Dcmaind), 2) ;
ii) [ 0^ is (0-^ # T^)-x2-continuous ;
iii) (a)(b)(a, b e 0± =» <|>(a), (|>(b) e 02, ^(a^b) = (a)• 2<|>Cb)).
Further, <j> is a local isomorphism if there are sets 0^ and 0^  
in BN(L^ ) and BW(L2) respectively such that:
iv) 0^ e *(L^ , Domain(<{>), 2) ;
4v) 4>|03 : (?3 -4 ;
vl) U|03r  is (0  ^# x2)-^-continuous.
Finally, <j> is locally one to one if there is an 0 in BN(L) such 
that (j)|0 is one to one.
Definition 6. A subgroup of a local group L is a subset B of L 
satisfying the following:
i) e e B e $(1, 2) ; 
ii) IB] ' c B  ;
iii) [B] • IB] c B.
The collection of all subgroups of L will be denoted by "r L".
Definition 7. A sub local group former in a local group L is a pair 
(H, U) satisfying:
i) e e H c L ;
ii) U e BN(L) ;
iii) (a)(b)(a, b e U n  H => a*b e H) ;
iv) (c) (c eUn.H =& c' e H).
Remark. If (H, U) is a sublocal group former in L, • = • n (H x H) x H, 
and ' - ' r\ H x H, then (H, e, 5, H # t) is a local group, which will 
be denoted by "LiH".
Definition 8. (H, U) is Invariant in L in case
i) U e BNU) n 4>(L, 6) ;
ii) (H, U^) is a sublocal group former in L ;
iii) U2 ~  h e t ;
iv) (a)(b)(a e H a  u\ b e U2 ** b'* (a-b) e H).
The collection of pairs invariant in L will be denoted by "AL
(H, U) Is weakly-invariant in L in case 
.1) HcUeBN(L),
ii) H e TL
iii) (x)(h)(x e U, h e H =* h-x e U, xMh*x) e H).
The collection of pairs weakly-invariant in L will be denoted "W-AL".
Definition 9. If L is a local group, and (H, U) is a member of Al,
■ then
TCL, H, U) = Cx: U2: ( t{x}] • tH 0 U*1 ) f\ U2 ] .
Proposition A. If L is a local group, (H, U) Is a member of AL, and 
Tq * T(L, H, U), then (a1)(a2)(b1)(b2)(a1, a2, b1, b2 e U,
To^ al^  = To^ a2^ » W  = To^ b2^  ^  To^ al*bl^  = To^ a2’b2^9
TQ(a£) = TQ(a£)). Thus there exist uniquely determined functions o
and * on Tq tUj x Tq IU3 and T [U] respectively with ranges
in Tq [ U2] such that
(a)(b)(a, b e U =s> TQ(a*b) = TQ(a) • TQ(b), TQ(aO = (TQ(a))»). 
Further, (TQ I U2J , TQ(e), • , *, {T 101 : 0 e U2 § t}) is a local
group (denoted by "L/CH, U)”) and Tq [ U] Is an element of 8/V(L/(H, U)).
Proof. Omitted. See 15, Theorem 31, p. 441 . a
Notation. mt(L/(H, U))” and "e(ll/(H, U))11 will denote respectively the 
topology of L/(H, U) and the Identity of L/(H, U).
Remark. We will say that local group L is locally compact when there is 
an. element 0 In 8W(L) such that 0 # x is locally conpact.
6SECTION 2
Definition 10. A local group L is a local Lie group in case there is 
an element 0 in BN(L), and a map <f> mapping 0 homeomorphically onto 
an open subset of sane finite dimensional Euclidean space such that 
the function
[(x, y): 4 1 0] x <{> 1 0 ] : <K<K 0 0 •#«- (y))l is real analytic at 
<j>(e).
Definition 11. A locally compact local group L is a generalized local 
Lie group if for every element 0 in 8N(L) there are elements H and 
W in rL and 8W(L) respectively such that H c W c 0 ,  His x-compact,
(H, W) is a member of AL, and L/(H, W) is a local Lie group.
Proposition B. If L is a locally compact local group, (H, U) is an
element of AL, then L/(H, U) is a locally conpact local group.
Proof. 15» Theorem 33, p. Ml. ▲
Definition 12. A local group L is without small subgroups if there is an
0 in BN(L) such that the only member of rL which is a subset of 0 is {e>.
Proposition C. If L is a locally conpact local group, then L is a local
Lie group if and only if I is without small subgroups.
Proof. [5, Theorem 96, p. 621. A
Definition 13. If L is a local group, then VQ is special in BN(L) provided:
1) VQ e m U )  a <f(L, 6)
ii) (V)(V e 8W(L) => C3B)(3W)(B e rL, B is x-ccnpact, W e BA/(L),
7B C W e VQ A V, (B, V ) e AL, (K)(W 3 K e TL =>
K c B))).
Proposition D. If L is a locally conpact local group, there is a VQ which 
is special in BA/(L).
Proof. [5, Theorem 101, p. 66], a
Proposition E. If L is a locally conpact local group and 0 is an element
o f  8W(L), then there is a U in 8N(L) and a B in rL such that B is
T-ccnpact, (B, U) is an element of Al, B*U = tMB = U £ 0, and such that
the only subsets of U which are members of rL are subgroups of B.
Proof. There is a V q  special in BM(L). There is a x-conpact element 
B in rL and a W in BW(L) such that B c W c VQ A 0, (B, V ) is an
element of AL and such that the only subsets of W which are members of
rL are subgroups of B. There is an element V in BW(L) a $(L, W, 2) 
such that Y*B u B*V <= W [5» Theorem 15, p. *11] .
Let U = V-B n B-V. Then 0 => U e BN(L).
Suppose x e U*B. Then 
(i v1)(3 b-^Ca v 2)(3 b2)(3 b^) (3 b^Kv.^ v2 e V, b ^  b2, b^, b^ e B, x = 
v^'b^'b^ = b2*v2*b^ ). Since x = v^'b^'b^ , x E V*B. Since
x = b2*v2*bii*v2"*v2, x e B*V. So x e U. 'Thus U*B <= U.
Similarly, B*U c U:
Since U C V  , (B, U) e AL. Finally, if K is a member of rL and 
K c  U, then K c W, so K is a subgroup of B. A
8Theorem 1. Every locally compact local group is a generalized local 
Lie group.
Proof. Suppose L is a locally compact local group.
Suppose 0 t By Proposition E
there is a U in 8N(L) and a B in rL such that B is x-corrpact, (B, U)
is an element of aL, Be B*U = U*B = U c 0, and such that the only
elements of rL which are subsets of U are subgroups of B.
Let L^  = L/(B, U), = T(L, B, U), and . Suppose
is an element of rL^ and C U .^ Let K = .
Claim 1 K is an element of rL and K c U.
^Suppose k e K. Then since c Up there is an element u in U
such that T^(u) = T^ (k). So u"*k e B. Hence k e U*B = U. -So
K c u.
Since is a homomorphism on U, it is obvious that K is an 
element of r y
Thus KCB. Hence = {e-^ }. Consequently, L^ is without
small subgroups, and so by Proposition'C, Ljis a local Lie group. A
9SECTION 3
Laima 1. If L^  is a locally compact local group, is a local Lie 
group, <j) is a locally one to one homomorphism from L^  into 
L t h e n  L^  is a local Lie group.
Proof. Apply Proposition C. A
Lerrma 2. If L is a generalized local Lie group, (H, U) is a sublocal 
grot?> former of L, V i3 an element of BW(L) and a subset of U, and
V ~  H is a member of x, then L+H is a generalized local Lie group.
Proof. Since L+H is a locally compact local group, this result follows
frcm Theorem 1. a
Lemma 3. If L is a local group, (Hp U1) and (H2, U2) are elements 
in AL, and ^  n n U ^ 1* = H2 fi (1^  n u2)\ then L/CHp is 
locally isomorphic to L/(H2, U2).
Proof, a
Lenma 4. If L is a locally compact local group and (H, U) is a member 
of AL, then L/(H, U) is a generalized local Lie group.
Proof. Proposition B and Theorem 1. *■
Lenma 5. If L is a locally compact local group, (H, U) is a member of 
W-Al; H is a x-compact, conxnutative member of rL,
10
2nd U Is x-connected, then (g)(h)(g e U, h e H =£■ g*h = h*g).
s .
Proof. Let X be the character group of H, and V the discrete topology 
on X. For every element g in U and every x in- X,
X = Ch: H: x(g'*(h*g))3 is a member of X. Further, for every
O
member x of X the function (j> = fg: U: x~3 is (U § x)-P-continuous.
X O
(H is x-compact, so every x is uniformly continuous). Since V is
discrete, for every x in X we have <j> [ UJ = {xl • Thus, (h)(g)(x)
X
(h e H, g e U, x e X =» Xg (h) = x(g"*(h*g)) = x(h)). Since X is a 
sufficient system of characters, this implies that g"*(h*g) = h for 
all g in U, and all h in H. A
Lemma 6. If L is a locally conpact local group, B is a x-conpact 
member of rL, (B, U) is a member of AL, B*U = U*B = U,
N = {g: g £ U, (b)(b e B =» g*b = b*g)}, and <j> = Cg: U: Lb: B: g"*Cb*g)) J ,
then (x)(g)(x e B, g e U, <J>(x) = <J>(g) => x-g = g*x, g-x" e N).
Proof. Suppose g is an element of U, x is an element of B and <j>(x) = <f>.(g)*
Then x'*g is a member of B*U = U. Since g'*x*g = x'-x*x = x, x*g = g*x.
If b Is any element in B, g^b-g = x'*b*x, so b*g*x~ = g*x'*b. Thus 
g*x^ E N. A
Corollary. If L, B, U, N and <t> satisfy the hypotheses of Lenma 6, 
and if V Is a subset of U and a member of BW(L), then 
B* CNn V] = tg: g £ U, (1 x)(x e B, x'-g e V, <|>(x) = <j»(g)>, and 
<fr CB* IN n V]]= IB] .
11
Proof. Suppose bQ e B, n e N a V. Let g = b0*n* Then g e B*U c U.
Let x = bQ. Then x'*g = n e V. Further, (b)(b e B =£• g'Cb*g) =
Cn"* bQ'Xb *Cb0* n)) = bo'*0> bQ)).
Conversely, suppose g e U, x e B, <f>(x) = <Kg), x'*g e V. Then 
since gXx-g) = x'*(x.‘.X)= x, we have g = (x'-g).-x and x'.g is a 
member of N by lemma 6.
The second conclusion follows immediately from the first, a
Proposition y . If L is a locally conpact local group, B is a x-compact 
member of rL, (B, U) is a member of AL, U*B = B*U = U, and 
N = {g: g e U, (btfb e B =5> g*b = b*g)}, then
(e e i-interior (B*N) < = >  (V)(U ^  Y  e BN(L) =£» e e x-lnterior(B*[N n V]))).
Proof. Let "1(B)" denote the inner automorphism group of B with
conpact open topology, C. Let "A(B)" denote the automorphism group of 
B with conpact open topology, CQ. Then 1(B) c A(B), and 1(B) # C = C.
Suppose e e x-interior (B*N), U 3 V e BN(L). Select VQ in 
BN(L) n $(L, V, 2). Let <|> = Lg: U: Lb: B: g'*(b*g)3]. Then <j> is 
(U # •{>- CQ-continuous, and so <j> |B is(B # t)-C -continuous. Further, B 
is B # x-conpact, and (j>|B is a homomorphism into the C-compact 
Hausdorff topological group 1(B). So by £3, theorem 5.?°, p. L2 3 , |B is
a(B # -^ -C -open map. Thus (<j>|B)tVQ A B] e C.
There exists an 0 in CQ such that (<f> Jb)£Vo B] = <j>lVon Bj =
0 h 1(B) = 0 A <j> I b ]  . There is a W in 8N(L) f\ <t(L, VQ, 2)such that 
W c B*N, and 4> £W] c 0. Hence, using Corollary to Lemma 6 
♦ lw] c * [ B-N] 0 0 = <t> IB] f] o = +iv n B]. Since VQ*W c VQ2 c V, 
we have .(g)(g e W =J> (3 x)(x e VQ r\ B, x' g e V, <|>(g) = <j>(x))).
2,2
So by Corollary to Lenma 6, W C B -  [N nV] .
The implication in the other direction is obviously true. A
Corollary If L is a local group, U is ar. element of
BW(L) f\ 2 ) , N c U , B c U ,  and if for every element V of BN(L),
B* [N n V] is a neighborhood of e, then for all V and W in 8W(L),
IB n Wj • [N r\ V] is a neighborhood of e.
Proof. Suppose V, W are elements of BN(L). There is an in
BW(L) (\ t(L, Wn V, 2). There is an X in BN(L) (\ *(L, X± 0 B*[N n X j  , 2).
Suppose x e X. Then (3 b)(9 n)(b e B, n e N 0 X.^ , b*n = x). Then
b = x-n' e Xx2 cW. So x e I B n W J • L N n V] . Thus Xc [Bn Wj • [ N o Vj.A
13
SECTION k
Definition 14. If L is a local Lie group, then Z is a one parameter 
' sublocal group of L if there exists a subset I of R such that either 
I = CO, e) for some e > 0, or I = {t: t » 0} ; and there exists a 
V in BN(L) such that: 
i) Z: I -»■ V ;
ii) Z is (I # R)-T-continuous ;
iii) (t1)(t2)(t1, t2, t± + t2 e I
=*» £(t1)*£(t2) = £(t1 + t2)).
The set of all one parameter sublocal groups of L is denoted "SL".
Definition 15. If I is a local Lie group,
=L = {(^j Z^ )\ Z^} £2 e SL, (Domain(£ )^ n Domain(£2))
= ^21 (Domain(£-^ ) n Domain(£2))}.
Remark. Obviously is a symmetric, reflexive relation. If £p £2 are 
elements in SL, and if there is an e > 0  such that CO, e) = Z21 CO, e), 
then £1 Z^ , Thus, is an equivalence relation.
Notation. If L is a local Lie group and £ is an element in SL, then " [£|^ n
denotes e SL, ^  ^  £}.
Definitions 16-18. If L is a local Lie group, define: 
i) +L = {(C|x|L, |yiL, |z|L) : x, y, z e SL,
(3 e)(e > 0, tO, e) c Domain(x) n Domain(v),
z ® ft: CO, e): T-lim(x(£)*y(^ -))n ] )} ;
14
11) *L = {((r, |x|L), |y|L) : r ) 0, x, y e SL,
y = [t: {t: t >, 0, rt e Domain(x)}: x(rt)7 )
U {((r, |x|L), |y|L): r < 0, x, y e SL,
y = [t: {t: t » 0, -rt e Domain(x)}: (x(-rt))'] };
ill) [ ,1 L = {((|x|L, |y|L), |z[L): x, y, z e SL,
(3 e)(s > 0, [0, e) c Damain(x) (\ Domaln(y),
2
z = [ t :  CO, e): T-lta(x(^).y(^)-x(=^).y(=^))n ] )>.
n*»
Note. (SL, +^, x^} C, 3^) Is a Lie algebra called "the Lie algebra of L".
Definition 19. If L Is a local Lie group,
exPj_ = x(l)): x e SL, 1 e Domaln(x)}.
Definition 20. If L^ L2 are local Lie groups, and if  ^is a local homo­
morphism from L^ t6 L^ , define
t )(*) = ^I x Il » ^  ° XIl2^: X e. 5il»  ^* x e 5L2* ‘
15
i
Theorem 2. If L is a locally compact local group, B is a T-ccmpact
element in rL, L+B is a connected Lie group, U is a t-connected element, 
in BN(L), B*U = U*B = U, (B, U) is weakly-invariant in L,
N = {x: x e U, (b)(b e B =» x*b = b*x)}, then B*N = U.
Proof. There is a maximum semivsimple connected normal subgroup S of B. 
Then B = S*Z, where Z is the center of B. T Theorem 1.3, p. l44j . 
Both S and Z are invariant under all automorphisms of B. Then (S, U),
(Z, U) e W-AL. By Lemma 5, (g)(z)(g eU, z e Z = ^ z  = g'*(z*g)).
Claim. (g)(g e U => (3 sQ)(so e S, (s)(s e S => soXs*sQ) = 
g"*(s;g)))).
f e^t <f> = Cg: U: [s: S: g'*(s*g)]3 . Since (S, U) is a member of
W-AL, <}> is a map from U to A(S), the automorphism group of S. 
Further, if "C" denotes the conpact open topology on A(S), <j> is 
(U # t)-C-continuous, and so <(> [ U] generates a C-connected sub­
group of A(S). Such a subgroup is necessarily a subgroup ofI(S),
the inner automorphism group of S. f2, Chapter II, Section 5j 
Suppose g is in U. Then there exists an sQ in S such that for 
every s in S, g'(s*g) = so'(s*sQ). Suppose b is an element in B. 
Then there are elements s and z of S and Z respectively such that 
b = s*z. Further, s0'*(b*sQ) = sQ'*((s*z)*sQ)
= (s0'*(s*s0))*(s0 '*(z*s0)) = (g"-(s‘g))*(s0>*(so*z)) =
(g'* (s*g))*((g'*g)*z) = (g'*(s*g))*(g''*(z*g)) = g'*((s*z)*g)
.= g'*(b*g). So by the fact that b was arbitrary in B, and by
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Corollary to Lemma 6 we have U = B*N. -A
Lenma 7. If I is a locally conpact local group, (B, U) Is a member of 
AL, B is a T-compact t-connected member of rL, B*U = U*B = U,
L^  = L/(B, U), = T(L, B, U), CQ Is a tj-connected member of t^ , and
C - Tj^rc '] , then C is t-connected.
Proof. Suppose 0p 0^ are members of t, 0-^ U 0  ^= C, and 0^0 0^  = A  •
Suppose x e U^ . Since B*U = U*B = U, we have (x*B) A C = A  or x*B c C. 
If (x*B) r\ C = A  , then (x*B) A 0^ = (x*B) n 0^ = A . If x*B C C, then, 
since x*B is t-connected, (x*B) r\ Q^~ /A or (x*B) f\ Qg = A  . So
9
(x)(x e =£■ (x*B) n ^  = A  or (x*B) n 0^ = A ). If y is a member of
T Oj] n T-j I Og] , then there are elements x^ and Xg of 0  ^and 02
respectively such that T(x^) = y = T^). So x£*X£ e B, X2 e (x^ *B) f\ 0^
X1 e ^ since this is inpossible, we conclude that
T 2 ^  n Ti t ^ 2} = ^  * Since Ti I 3X101 T1 ^  ^  are rrlembers of
t^ , and [ 0^1 u T^ [ (^ l = c0> we con°lude that 10-j^ = ^  or
T1  ^ = /Ai • So 0^ - /A or 02 = A  . a.
Lenma 8. If G is a corpact abelian Lie group, there is a finite subgroup
H of G which is invariant under all automorphisms of G, and is such that
/H is isomorphic to an n-dimensional torus (a toroidal group).
Proof. By f3, Theorem 9-5* p. 89] , since G is without small subgroups, 
there are subgroups L and K of G such that K is finite, L is isomorphic 
to an Dr-dimensional torus, and G = L ® K.
Let t be the order of K, and let H = {x: x e G, order (x)|£>.
Then H is a finite group and K C H. Since G/IJ/k/K = G/H and G/K = L,
17
p
we have that /H Is a connected Lie group. Since it is also compact 
and abelian, it is isomorphic to a toroidal group, again by 
D, Theorem 9-5, p. 89] .
Finally, if a is any automorphism of G, and if x is an element in 
H, then a(x) has order which divides £, and thus a(x) is a member of H. A
t
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■Theorem 3. If I is a locally compact local group, B is a x-ccmpact 
element in rL, U is an element in 8N(L), B*U = U*B = U, (B, U) is 
weak-invariant in L, L+B is a Lie group, Bq is the identity component of 
L+B, 0 is a x-connected element in 8W(L), B *0 - 0*BQ = 0 c. u,
N = {n: n e 0f (b)(b e B => n*b = b*n)},
No = (no: no E °> (bo)(bo e Bo^- V bo * V no>}*
then 0 = N >B f= N*B .
o o o
Proof. Let = = {(x1, x2): x1# x2 e 0, (3bQ)(bo e B , (b)(b e B =$, 
x£*(b*Xi) = x2*((b'*b‘bo)*x2)))}.
Claim 1. = is an equivalence relation,
lit is obviously reflexive. If x^ e x2, then
xi*((V b'bo),xl = x2*^bo'^ bo‘b*bo^ *bo^’x2^  = x|*(b*x2).
So = is symmetric. If bQ and b-^ are elements in BQ respectively, 
making x^ = x2 and x2 = x^, then for all b in B, x£-(b*x )^
= x£-((b'*b‘bQ)-x2) = x£*(((bo*b1)'-b*(bo*b1))*x3).
So ( '^b-^ ) makes x^ = x^ ._J
Claim 2. The equivalence classes of 0 determined by = are 0 # x-closed. 
fsince Bq is x-compact, this follows by a standard net argument.]
For each x, an element in 0, define u = fb: B: b'*(x'*(b*x))U .
Claim 3. If x e 0, ux : B BQ.
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[For b e B define Fb = Ty: 0: b'*(y'*(b*y))3 . Then Fb is 
(0 § -r)-T-continuous, so F^ZO] is a t-connected subset of B 
containing e. So Fb TOJ c Bq. Thus, for x, an element of 0 and 
b in B, u (b) = FK(x) is an element of B .JA 0 O '
Claim 4. If nQ is an element in Nq, p is constant on BQ-cosets of B.
o
Ef no* b* bo 31,0 elements ln N0> B> B0 respectively, pn (t>Q-b) =
o __
(b0*b)"*(n'*((b0*b)‘n0)) = (b'*b^ )*(n'*((bQ*b)*ni))
= (b'*b'o)*((n'-(bQ*b))*no) = (b'*b'o)* ((bQ- (n'*b) )*nQ)
= ((b>*b')*(b0»(n'-b)))*n0 = (b**(n'-b))*nQ = bM(n'*b)*nQ = pn (b)_J
o
Let M be a complete (finite) set of representatives of BQ-cosets
of B. Let n be its cardinal. Let Z = center (Bq) and Z1 be a
Zfinite characteristic subgroup of Z such that /Z^ is a torroidal
group (Lemma 8). Let Z  ^= (z: z e Z, zn e Z^}, and let
A = {f: f: B -»■ ZOJ f is constant on B -cosets of B}. Then Ad. O
is finite.
Claim 5. If nQ e N , Pn : B -»■ Z.
o
[Suppose n , b are elements in Nq and B respectively. Then pn (b) =
o




Claim 6. (x)(x e 0 => (3nQ)(no e Nq, nQ = x)).
[Suppose x e 0. By Theorem 2,0 = BQ*N0. So 
(3 nQ)(3 bQ)(nQ £ Nq, bQ e Bq, x = bQ*no). Then for any b in B, 
x'*(b*x) = (n^*b')«(b*(b0*nQ)) = (n'-b')*((b-bQ)*no)
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* ((no-b;)-(b,bo))-no = (ni-Cbo'(b,bo)))-no ■ nS-(Cb;-b'bo)‘no)- 
So x = n Jo-*
Claim 7. (x)(x e 0 =£» (3 n-,)(nn e N_, nn = x, y_ e A)).
jl j. o x  n-j
[luppose x e (J. Then there is an n in N such thato o
nQ = x (Claim 6) .  For b p  an element of B,
TT ^  <b) = TT %  (b*bT  = TT (b{*b')*(nM(b-b,)*n ))
beM no beM no X beM 1 ° 1 0
= TT (b£«(y (b)*(n'»(b,*n )))) = TT (b'*(y (b)»(bn*u (b,))))
beM 1 no o i o beM i nQ i nQ J-
* b£-(TT (yn (b)*(b1*(un (b1)*b^))))*b1
beM 0 0
-b£*((TT v»n (b))*b,*(y (b,))n). So (y (b,))n 
x beM no x no 1 o
= b£-(TT y (b))"•b1 -(TT y (b)).
x beM no x beM no
There exist elements r and q in and Z respectively such that
(q)n = (TT y (b))*r.
beM o
Then for b-^  in B, (yn (b1))n = b£*(q')n*r)*b1*r'*(q)n
o
= (b£*q"*b1)n* (b^r'b^T'* (q)n = (b£«q'*b1*q)n-b£*r*b1T".
So (y ’;a"(bl))n = ( ^ ‘( ( q - ^ - ^ ^ V q O ) ) 11 
o
= ((b£*q*b1)*(b£*n'*b1*no)-q')n = (b£*n'-b1*nQ)n* ((b^q'-b^q) ")n
= (b£T*b^)*r" e Zp So yn •q' e A.
o
Subclaim, n a q'*n .------- o o
Clearly q'*nQ e Z*(J C Bo*0 = 0. For b e B, (q'*nQ) '• (b* (q'*nQ))rc
®.(n£*q)*((b*qO*n0) = n'-(q*((b*q0 *no)) = n'* ((q*(b*q'))*no).J| 
Clearly, q"*^ © N . Let n^ = q^*nQ._J
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Claim 8. (x)(y)(x, y e 0, yx = yy =$> x e y).
I"lf b e B, b'*(x'«(b*x)) = b'*(y'«(b«x)). So x'»(b»x)
= y'*(b*y)_J
Thus, the number of equivalence class in 0 is finite. So every
equivalence class is open in 0 as well as being (0 # x)-closed.
Since 0 is x-connected, this implies that there is only one
equivalence class. So (x)(x e x = e). Hence
(x)(x e 0=> (3bo)(bo £ Bo, (b)(b e B ** x'-(b-x) = b'-(b-b0)))).
Since b *x' is in 0. this shows that b *x' is an element in N. o ’ o
So x e B *N. Thus 0 c B *N. A o o
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Theorem If L is a locally conpact local group,Bis a T-conpact element 
in ri, (B , U) is an element in AL,B* U = U6 = U, 0 is an element in 
0, 0*B = B'0 = 0 CU, CT.(L,B , U)) C OH is t(L/(B , U))-connected 
and locally connected, and N = {n: n e 0, b^)( b cB f n  = n*b)}, then
B-n = 0.
Proof. Let = T(L, B, U), = L/(B, U). Let 0 be an m-dimensional
continuous linear representation of B with character x- Let 
A0 = {g: g e U, (b)(b e B =£> x(b) = x(g'*(b*g)))}.
Claim 1. 0 c. kn.— ■ ■ ■    0
R e  know there is an element W in EM(L) such that W c  A..u
[l, p. 6o] . If g is an element of A0, then there is an 
element Wq of BM(L) such that WQ C W, and g*W c U. If 
x = g*w is an element of g*W0, we have x(x'*(b*x)) = 
x(w'v(g"*(b*g))*w) = x(g'*(b*g)) = x(b). So g*WQ C A0. This 
proves that A. is a member of t .
Further, AQ*Bc U-BcU, and if x-b is an element of A *B, 
we see that for every element b-^ in B, we have 
x(b"-(x'*(b1* (x*b)))) = xCxMb^x)) = xO^)- So A0'BC A0.
Thus, A0 is an element of t which is saturated with respect to B.
Also, A0 f) 0 is (0 § t)-closed; for if (S, >) is a net in
A0 A 0 converging in 0 to x, then for every element b in B, we
have, by continuity of x> x(x'*(b*x)) = x(b). So x e A0Cd.
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Hence, since T ^ O j  is reconnected, O d  A0._J
Let R0 be the kernel of 0. Observe, since 0 is equivalent 
to a unitary representation, an element b of B belongs to R0 if
and only if x(b) = m. Since 0 c. A_, (RQ, 0) is an element ofb b
W-Al. Let Ta = T(L, R , 0), and let B„ = T a [B] . Then since B0 0 0 0 0 0
is mapped one to one continuously into the automorphism group of 
ilf1 by the map induced on B0 by 0 in the natural way, we have that 
BQ is a compact Lie subgroup of the local group L0 = L/(R , U).
Let 0Q = T0 10J . Then (BQ, 0Q) e W-AlQ.
Let CQ be the conponent in B0 of eQ. Let V0 be the x0-conponent
in 06 of e6. Clearly, = C ^ V ,  = V,.
Claim 2. V„ e r„.
— — —  0 0
[suppose x e V . There is a Y in BN(LQ) such that x*0Y C (?Q. Let
Y0 = C0-0Y = Y*0C0- C0 = T0^C0] ' Then (C0> U) e &L-
Let L* = L/CC*, U), T* = T(/L, Cs, U), and a, 0 and y be the natural
maps from L0 onto L*; from Ljj^ onto and from L0 onto L-,
respectively. Since T* Lb] = B0/C. is finite, 0 is a local iso-W b
morphism. There exists a reconnected open subset D * of aCYQ] .b b y
Let D0 = [Dq+] . Since the kernel, of a is the reconnected set
CQ, D0 is xQ-open and connected (imitate proof of Lemma 7). Since
D0C V  X*0D0C V  Hence x'eD0 c V-J
There is a finite subset M of BQ such that B. = {J C • b.
9 9 b £M 6 6
So Va* B„ = \J V • b is open and closed in 0a. y y y . y y ybeM
and is saturated with respect to B0. Then y [VQ«QB0] is open and 
closed in y I0e] which is x^-connected. So
T lV6-9B9l= [0] , and hence V0-6B0 - 0 .
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Let N0 = {z: z f-V0 , (b) 0>~e. B 04> z*0b = b«Qz)}. By Theorem 3,
ve ' V e co' So °9 = (V e C8)-eBo = V e V  Thus’ for ever^
element g In 0, there is an element 3 in B such;-that Tq(b) and T0(g) 
induce the same automorphism on BQ. .
Define a function M on the set of pairs (g, e) -where g is an 
element of 0, and 0 is a finite dimensional continuous linear 
representation of B as follows:
M(g, 0) = {3: 0 is an element of B, and TQ(g) and T (3) 
induce the same automorphism on B0}.
For each (g, 0), M(g, 0) is (B # O-closed, and hence 
x-compact. Further, M(g, 0) ^ A .
Claim 3. If 6-,, ..., 0 are representations of B, then n M(g, 0J  
1 n 1=1, n
? A.
[There is a representation 0 such that R = O  Rfi (e.g. the direct
0 1=1, n l
sum of the representations 0 ,^ ..., 0 ). Then 3 e M(g, 0)
(b)(b e B T0(g')-0(T0(b)-eTe(g)) = Te(3O*0(Te(b)-eT0(3)))
(b)(b e B (3 ’*b*3) '• (g'*b*g) e R0) (b)(b_e_B •=>
(0" » b * "•(g'»b-g) e R ).
i=l, n i
The last statement is equivalent to the statement that for any element
b in B, and for any i in IN,n, Tfl (g) and T (b) induce the same
j. H1 °i
automorphism on B . So M(g, 0) C n M(g, e J .  J
i i=l, n 1
So there is an element d in O  M(g, 0). Thus, for every 0,
0
TQ(g) and TQ(d) induce the same automorphism on B . By the completeness 0 0 0
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'of the system of representations , for any element b in B, we have 
g'*(b*g) = d'*(b*d). Since d is an element in B, we have shown 
0 CB*N. (See Corollary to Lenina 6). A
Corollary. If L is a locally compact local group, (B, U) is an element in 
rL, B is a x-rcompact element in rL, B*U = U*B = U, = L/CB, U) is a 
local Lie group, and N = {g: g e U, (b)(b e B b*g = g*b)}, then e is 





Lemna. 9« If L is a locally compact locai group, (B, U) is a member 
of AL, B is a x-compact member of rL, B*U = U*B = U,
Lq = L/CB, U) is a local Lie group,
N = (x: x e U, (b)(b e B x*b = b*x)}, and Z = N n B, then L+N
is a locally compact local group, and if V* is a member of 
BN(L) n $(L, U, 12), then (Z, V+f> N) is an element of A(L+N).
(L+N)/(Z, V+ H N) is a local Lie group locally isomorphic to L .
Proof. The first two assertions are obvious.
Let Tq = T(L, B, U), and T^ = TCN", Z, V). Then the map
(j) = {(T^x), Tq(x)) : x e V2} is a locally one to one continuous
local homomorphism from locally compact NV(Z, V) into L^ . >
Definition 21. Lq is a sub local group of I if there is a set V such that 
(Lq, V) is a sublocal group former of L.
Definition 22. If L is a local group, V is an element in BN(L), and 
a is a positive real number, then Arc(L, V, a) is the set of all 
(TO, a] § R)-T-continuous functions with range a subset of V.
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Definition 23. If L is a local group, V, W are elements in BW(L), a, 
and are real numbers and I is an element in Arc(L, w> <*), 
then eis an (L, tp t2, V)-deformation of I in W if the following 
are satisfied:
i) 0 4 t^ < t2 <: a ;
ii) 0 is a x-deformation of I with range in W;
ill) for all s, if 0 <: s < a, then for t in (tp t2), 
(^ (t^ ))"* e(t, s) is an element of V, and for 
t in to, l3 ~  (tp t2), e(t, s) = £(t).
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Theorem 5. If L is a locally conpact local group, (ZQ, U) Is a member 
of aL, U Is an element of $>(L, 18), ZQ Is a t-corrpact member of rL,
Zo.U = U*ZQ = U, and if every member of rL which is a subset of U 
' is a subgroup of Zq3 and if for every x a member of U, and every z 
a member of ZQ, x*z = z*x, then there is a Lie group L* and a locally 
one to one continuous local homomorphism £* from L* into L such that 
range (£*) c U, and for any i*-neighborhood M* of e*, Z • L £* iM*]J 
is a t-neighborhood of e.
Proof. Let = T(L, ZQ, U). Let be the Lie algebra of L = V(Z0, )^, 
{h^ ..., hn> be a basis for H^ . There exists a positive number 6^ . 
one parameter sublocal groups g-^^,..., and
one parameter sublocal groups g^,..., gn of L such that for
every i in IN-/1 and every t in C-5^ ,6^ ), g C^t) is a member of U and
T^qCt)) = gj/^Ct) = expL it h±). C6, p. 192] .
n XLet p = n(— |— ). There is an (n + p)-dimensional real vector
space Hq having as a subvector space and a basis {a^3..., a^^} 
such that for i in IN^ n, a^ = h^ . Consider the function I defined by
= an + (.1 - 1)(.1 - 2) + i if i, J e Wj, i < j
l±j = '£ji if 3 e 'NP  3 < 1
Let H be the Lie algebra obtained from Hq by defining
Lhls hj] = lVj] x ^  if i . j e  IN^, i < j
W >  *ijJ = 0 if i, j, k e IN^, i < j
Ufj, = 0 if i, J, k, me IN^, i < J,
k < m.
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There is a Lie group L such that there is a Lie algebra 
isomorphism A from H, the Lie algebra of L, to H. Let Expj- = 
expj- 9 A*.
.There is a Lie homomorphism V from H into such that if i, j 
and k are in and j < k, then 'f(h^ ) = h^ and = 0-
Then f » A is a Lie homomorphism from H to H ,^ and thus determines 
a continuous local homomorphism ip from L to such that d£  ^(ip) = V 9 A.
There is an element Q of 8M(L) n $(1, U, 2) such that 
Q*Zq = Zq*Q = Q. Let Rq be a connected, simply connected member of 
8N(L) n <&(l, 3) such that (RQ)^£ Dcmain(^), and ^rR0^3c T^lQ] .
There is a connected, simply connected member R of BW(L) r\ $>(L, R , 2) 
such that for all elements x and y of R, ^(x 7 y) = ^(x)^ ij>(y).
There is a positive number 6 < 6-^ such that for i in iN^ n and t in 
(—6, 5), Exp^Cth^) is an element of R, and such that •
%  = rt: (-6, 6) : Exp£(th^)3 is a member of SL, and for t in
(-6, 5), iKgj_ (t)) = gj^ (t).
Suppose Z~ is a x-compact subgroup of ZQ. Then (Z~, U) is a 
member of &L. Further, Q*Z~ = Z~*Q = Q. Suppose that L~ = L/(Z~, U) 
is a local Lie group. Let T~ = T(L, Z~, U) and <j>~ be the natural 
local homomorphism from L~ to L^ .
Claim 1. U-rCT^Q'J] =T'IQJ.
ITf x is a member of and $~(T~(x)) = T^(x) is an element of 
T^rQ] , then there is an element u of Q such that u"*x is
an element of ZQ, which implies that x is an element of Q*Zq = Q,
and thus that T~(x) is an element of T~ [Q] . So
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'(♦“) . iT^t C T- LQl. The other inclusion is obvious. |
For i an element of lN^ n define g“ = T'• g^ . Let H~ be 
the Lie algebra of L~. Let h£ , ..., h~ be the vectors 
in H~ determined by the one parameter sublocal groups 
6p • • • j S^ *
Claim 2. There is a function <p~ uniquely determined by the 
following conditions:
i) r  : R2 -» T~ L Uj
ii) is (R # t) - r'-continuous
iii) (x)(y)(x, y e Rs» f  (x • y) = <r(x)*~iT (y))
iv) (i)(t)(i e IN^, t e (-£*, 6) =*> r  (%(t))
=T'(giCt))).
Further, the tp~ uniquely determined by these conditions 
satisfies:
v) r  : R2 T'i Q]
p
vi) <#>"“ o |R .
r~Subclaim 1. There is a uniquely determined Lie algebra
homomorphism v  from H to H~ such that for i an element of 
IN-^ , <r(hi) = h^~.
^ Uniqueness. If such a Lie homomorphism exists, 
rrCtyJ-T-lI^.hjd - 
= r( lhv  hj] ) - r( [h^, h ^ )
5s [h^, hj~J - T( [h.^ , hj] 1). Since
{hiS .... hn, : i < j e lN^ n} is a basis for H,
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■this shows that Is determined completely by its 
values on
Existence. There is a positive number 6" < 6 such that for i
an element of tN-J1 and t and element of (-6~, 6"),
expL_(thp = g (^t) and <f)~(g~(t)) = g^^Ct). So by the
definition of<d,., if i is an element of tN,n,
1
 ^ = h1* Thus, since {h^ h^} is linearly
independent, so is {hp ..., h~}.
Next we will show there is a basis 
{h^~, ..., hn“, 4^ , ..., 4m> for H~ such that for i in IN^ m,
4i is an element in the center of H~. Suppose 4 is an element 
of H~. Suppose a is a one parameter sublocal group of L~, 
and 6^  is a positive real number such that for t, a member 
(-6^ , 6^ ), exp^(t 4 ) = o(t) is an element of T~fU] . Then 
- 4>~ o a is a one parameter sublocal group of L^ . Suppose 
the vector in determined by <JT » a is
XL n n
2_ f^h.. Let 4 = 4 -  YZ Let k = y ~
i=l . ° i=l i=l
Subsubclaim 1. (3 5, )(6, >0, £t)(t e (-6. , 6. ) =$►' 'A 4 ^ O _
0 0 o o
m
expL_(t 4Q) e T~ T Zq3 )),
Since (d.. . <#>~)(4) = 2 Z  = (d/~ / <f>~)Gc),
(3 t ^ C ^  < 6^, (t)(t e (-t1, tx) =£> <t>Z(expL„ (t 4))
= <r(exp^,(t k)), expL_(t k) e T~ £u] )).
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So for any element t In (—t-^,
exp^ ..(t 4)*~exp^_(-t k) Is a member of T'T Z J , and 
hence comnutes with all elements of T~ E U J .
Thus for small t, exp^_(t k)*“exp^_(t 4)*~exp^_(-t k)
« exp^_(t 4)*~exp^_(-t k)*~exp^ ..(t k) = exp^ ..(t 4).
So exp^Ct 4)*~exp^(-t k) = exp^-C-t k)*~expL..(t 4 ).
Then using ["8, Theorem 6.5.5(1), p. 127 J there is a
6^  such that for t, an element of (-6^  , 6^  ), exp^„(t 4Q) 
o 0 0
exp^(t(4 - k)) = exp^_(t 4)*~exp^(-t k) is an element
1
of T~ TZol. JJJ
Now {hp ..., hn, 4Q} spans the same subspace as
{h^ j •••3 h^, 4}.
Subsubclaim 2. 4 is an element of the center of H~.  • o
^Suppose q e H~. (3 t2)(0 < ^  < 54 9 &)(jt e (-tg, t2)
o
=*> exp^.Ct q) s T“ L V J ). Then (t)(t e (-t2, t2)
=^exp^..(t q)*~exp^(t 4 ) = exp^Ct 40)*~expL-.(t q)).
[exp^ ..(t 4q) e T~ [Z 3 3 . So by [8, Theorem 6.5.3,
p. 125] [4q, q] = 0. JJJ
It is now clear that there is a basis for H~ consisting of
h;. ..., h“ and elements of the center of H~. l a 3 n
For elements i and j in lN^ n there are uniquely 
determined numbers f ^ , ..., f ^  and d|^, ..., d ^  
and Cjj\ •••> such that [h£, ] ~ =
^  4 ?  hk + ^  fij} V  ^  Ehi» 1 = hk‘
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•Let be the linear transformation from H to H~ such 
that for i, j, r in N^n, if i < j then V'Ch^ ) = h^,
and 4/~ ^  4k. Since (d^ _ L )(4k). = 0 for
each k in N^, we have (dL^  L^ )( fh", hj] ~) = [h±, h ^  1
= ZT h. + 0 = ZI h, . So for i, j, and k
k=l ij *  jfe ij *
. lM n ,k k in W 1 , dy  = Cy.
Thus is readily verified to be a Lie hcmomorphismjj 
There exists a continuous local homomorphism if!"
from L to L~ such that (d^ , = ’*' ° A.
There is an element W of BN(I) r\ $(L, R, 2) such that W
9 — —
is f-connected, W Domain(ijr) r» R, ip|W = <fr » (tp~|W),
and for all elements a and b in W, if~(a ~ b) = ijr (a)*~</r(b).
Suppose I e Arc(L, R , 1), £(o) = e.
Subclaim 2. OllQ)U0 c Arc(L~, T~ [Q] , 1); 
i) -eo(0) = e'j 
ii) (3a)(0 < a, (t^Ct^Kt-p t2 e Domain(£0)
|t-j^ - t2| < a ^ ( ^ ( t ^ ) 7* &(t2) e W,
(£o (tl))'“,”‘£o (t2) = *'(!(tl); “
iii) (t)(t e Danain(^0) ==£> <r(£0(t)) = ipU(t)))).
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. HdJniqueness. Suppose Z ^  are elements of
Arc(L~, T~ IQJ , 1), and both satisfy conditions i) - iii), 
and cfp a 2 are positive real numbers satisfying condition
ii) for and Z ^  respectively. Let
a = min(a-^ , 02)• For t, an element of TO, a); we have
(t) = (t), and by continuity we have
Z ^  (a) = Z ^  (a). If t is a real number, and
a < t < 2 a3 then (t - a) < a. So by (ii) applied to
t - a and t, £^1) (t) = Z£2) (t). Thus ^ 1)(2 a) =
(2)Zq (2 a). Induction completes the proof.
Existence. There is an element Y in BA/(I) /) $(1, W, 2) such
that ijr [Y3cT~ LQ] . Further, (3 n)(n elN, (t1)(t2)
(t1# t2 e [0. 11 , 1^ - t2| < i e Y)).
Let a = —. We will use induction and show that if m is inHNi 
n
and (m + l)a < ls and if Zq is an elenvent of
Arc(L~, T~ [Q] , m a) satisfying conditions i) - iii), then
there is an element ZQ in Arc(L~ T~ LqI , (m + 1) a) 
satisfying conditions i) - iii).
If m = 1, let ZQ = (\p~ ® Z) | [0, al . Then ZQ satisfies 
conditions i) - iii).
Suppose m 1 and (m + 1) a < 1, and ZQ is a member of
Arc(L“, T~ CQ1 , m a) satisfying conditions i) - iii) (with
0 = For n, an element of LO, a], define
-tgCni a + n) = ZQ(.m a)*~iT'((£(m a))"“£(m a + n))»
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We will show that if n is an element in 10, a] , then
+ ’ +<jr(£o(m a + n)) = iK-£(m a + n)) and £o(m a + n) is an element
of T'tQl . Since <|>~(£o(m a)) = i|i(£(m a)), for n, an element
of [0, a], we have <f>~(££(m a+ n))
= 4>~(£-o(m o)*~ijr((£(m a))~r£(m a + n)))
= (J)"(£Q(m a)) f* (ijr((£(ni a))“r£(m a + n)))
= ipU(m a)) <p(U(m a))3) ^  iji(£(m a + n)) = ipU(m a + n))-
Since ip(£.(m a + n)) is an element of T^£q 3 , it follows 
from Claim 1 that £^(m a + n) is an element of T~ [ QJ .
Let £ = £ u £*". Then £ is an element of o o o  o
Arc(L“, T“ £q3 , (m + 1) a), and condition iii) is satisfied 
for lQ. If t^ and t2 are elements in [0, m a] , then 
U 0(t1))'“*''^0(t2) = (£0(t1))'~-~£o(t2) = ‘5T-((£(t1))r =• £(t2)) 
by the induction assumption. If t^ is an element of £0, rr.a] 
and t2 is an element of (ma , (m + 1) a3 , let n2 = t2 - m« . 
Then (£0(t1))"'-~£0(t2) = (^(t^))•~£0(m ot)• <(£(m a))'7
£(m a + n2)) = f  ((£(t^ ) :.r£(m a )) • ”f”( (£(m a )) 'f£(ni a + n2))
= C(£(t1)) ~-£Cm ot + n2)). Finally, if t1, t2 are elements 
in (m a, (m + 1) c»], let rn = t^ - m a and n2 = t2 - m a,
Then (£Q(m a + a + n2) = (£0(m a)*~<T(U(m a ))7 •
£(m a + n^))'~*~£0Cm a)*~?'C(£(m a))”r£(m a + n2))
= ijr((£(m<* + n-^ ))'r£(m a + n2)). Thus, condition ii) is 
satisfied by £q.JJ
Let A = {£: £ e Arc(I, RQ, 1), £(0) = e}. Let k be 
the function from A to Arc(L~, T~ [Ql, 1) such that for
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every I in A, k(£) satisfies conditions i) - iii) of 
SUbclaim 2..
Suppose and are elements in Arc(L, Rq, 1),
is an element in BW(1) n #(Z, W, 2), and a2 are real
numbers satisfying condition ii) of Subsubclaim 1 for 
(2)
and I respectively, and t-^ and t2 are real numbers with 
0 $ t^ < t2 ^  1 and |t^  - t2| < min(a^, a2). Suppose 0 is a
(I, tp t2, R^-deformation of into I^  in Rq. Define 
the function eQ as' follows•
(k(£(l)))(t) ; s e 10, l7 , t e [0, l] ~ (tp t2)
80(t, s) =
acuCl)))(t1)--(ir(u(1)(t1))r • 0 (t, S)j) ;
S e [ 0, ll , t^ <: t ^  tp.
Then eQ is an (L~, tp t2, T~ [ Qj )-defonnation of k(£^)
into k(£^) inT~[Q] . Consequently (k(£^))(l) =
CkU(2)))(l).
Now suppose I^  and I^  are elements in Arc(L, R , 1),
and e is any deformation of  ^into I^  in Rq. Suppose
(1)and o.p satisfy condition ii) of Subclaim 1 .for £
(2 )and lK respectively, andR1 is an element of BW(L) n 
$(L, W, 2). Then there is a sequence £p ..., of elements in 
Arc(L, Rq, 1), a sequence (q^ , r^, (qn, rR) of pairs of 
real numbers, and a sequence 9p  ..., en of maps satisfying the
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following:
i) for i in IN^, 0 4 < r^< 1 and |q^  - r^ |:
< minCot-^ , a2) ;
ii) for i inlN1n“'1'} 6i is an (I, q^, r ,^ R^)-defor­
mation of I. into nin R„ ;i ±rl o
iii) JL^ - -£(1) and In = l^2).
Consequently (k(£^))(l) = (k(£^)) (1).
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So we have a function
r  = {(x, (k(£))(l)): x e R2, £ e Arc(f, RQ, 1),
1(0) = e, 1(1) = x}.
Sub claim 3 . ijr|W = ijr|W.
^Suppose x e W. There is an £ in Arc(La W, 1) such 
that £(0) = e and £(1) = x. Let £q = ijr 0 £. Since 
£q satisfies conditions i) - iii) of Subclaim 1,
£q = k(£), hence i|f(x).= £Q(1) = ijr(£(l)) = 5jr(x).JJ
This establishes the fact that ijf |W is (W # t)-t~- 
continuous.
Subclaim *>. (a)(b)(a,_b e R =*> ifr(a T b) = ijf(a)*~i|r(b)).
Suppose a, b e R. There are.members £^, £2 of Arc(L, R, 1) 
such that £-^ (0) = £2(0) = e and £^(1) = a, £2(1) = b.
Let m = [t: [0, 2t)] U [t: [ ll : a-£2(2t - l)J
Then m(0) = e, m(l) = g(l) = a*£2(l) = a"b.
It can be checked that
k(m) = [t: [0 , ^ 1 : (kC^)) (2t) J V \ t: l] :
(k(£1))(l)*~(k(£2))(2t - 1)J . Thus ijr(arb) = (k(m))(l)
- i|f (a)*~ijr (b) .JJ 
These last two subclaims establish the fact that 
i|T|R is (R # t)-t~-continuous.
Finally, by condition iii) of Subclalm 2, we have for 
every i in and every t in (-6, 6),
(Sj_(t)) = T~ (g±(t))
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Claim 3. There is a function C uniquely determined by the 
following conditions:
i )  5 : R2 -  U ;
ii) s|R is (R # x)-x-continuous ;
iii) for elements x, y In iR, £(x • y) = S(x)*s;(y) ;
iv) for i infN-j11 and t in (-5, 5), C(g-(t)) = g^t).
Further, the £ uniquely determined by these conditions satisfies:
v) 5: R2 + Q
vi) ^  = 4»|R‘ .
[let Z  be the set of x-conpact subgroups Z of ZQ such that 
L/(Z, U) is a local Lie group. For each Z, an element of Z  , 
let = L/(Z, U), T£ = T(4r, Z, U), and let ^  be the function 
uniquely determined by conditions i) - iv) of Claim 2.
Let £0 = Ix: R2: D  (T~)^ (x)}] ] .
ZeZ
Since H  Z = (e), 5 (x) is a singleton for every x in R2. Let 
Ze2 0
2 2 £ be the function from R into U such that for every x in R ,
U(x)J = CQ(x).|
There is a member R^ of BN(L)n $(L, R, 6). If
2 -K = {x: x e R , £;(x) = e>, then (K, R )^ is an element of At,
and L* = 1/(K, R )^ is a local Lie group.
Let T* = T(I, K, R±) and R* = T* IR ] .
Let S# = {(T*(x), £(x)) : x e R^ }.
Then £* is a x*-x-continuous one to one function which is a 
homomorphism on R|. Further, there is a positive number 6.
such that for i inlN^n and t in (-6, 6), g (^t) is a member 
of R-^  and T^(£#(T*(g^(t)))) = g^(t). Thus, since 
T2 [ t* IRJ3] is a sublocal group of 
e^ is an element of the t-^ -interior of [ range(5*) ] . ▲
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Theorem 6. If L is a locally compact local group, Vo Is special in 
BA/(L), U is an element in BA/(L)A $>(L, V , 36), B is a T-compact 
element of rL, (B, U) is an element of AL, B*U = U-B = U,
N = {x: x e U, (b)(b e B =»> x*b = b*x)}, and if every member of
T L which is a subset of U is a subgroup of B, then there is a 
x-conpact subgroup A of B and a sub local group former (M, W) of
L+N such that L-HVf is a local Lie group and L is locally isomorphic to 
(L+A)x(L4-M).
Proof. Let NA = L4-N. There is an element F^ in BW(L) r\ $(L, U, .4).
Let F = (F^ *B). Then B c f , F is an element of
BA/(L) A <KL, U, 4) and F A N is an element of BA/(N~) A $(NA, 2)
t (F A N)^ c". F^ A N e BA/(NA)] . There is an element in
BAl(L) A *(L, F, 18). Let Z = B A N and V = Z • [V , f\ N J . Then Vo o l J
is an element of 8W(NA) A $(NA, 18) Iv18 = Z • LV1 a N] 18 
c  Zo. YvJ8 A NJ Zo. [F /) NJ] , Zo*Y = Y-Zq = V, and ZQ is an
(N U T)-corrpact member of rNA. Further, (x)(z)(x e V, z e ZQ =>
x*z = z*x). So (ZQ, V) e ANA. Also if H is any member of rNA and 
a subset of V, then H is a member of rL and a subset of U. Hence 
H c B,  and thus H c N / ) B  = ZQ. Consequently Lq = NV(ZQ, V) is a 
local Lie group.
Then by Theorem 5 there is a Lie group L* and a locally one to 
one continuous local homomorphism £* from L* into N A such that 
image (£*) c. V and for any neighborhood M* of e*, ZQ* [5* t M*j] is 
an (N # t)-neighborhood of e.
There is an element R in BA/(L#)n 0(L*, Dom( ), 2) such that
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2 2-5*|R' is (R § x*)-(N § T)-continuous and one to one, and is such
that for all elements x and y in R, £*(x**y) = £*(x) • £*(y).
There is an element M* in BN CL*) o $(L*, R, 3) such that the
2
x*-closure of (M*) is x*-compact, and such that the only element of 
rL* which is a subset of M* is {e*}. Then the only element of rL 
which is a subset of is {e>.
Let M = 5* tM* ] . Then e is in the (N § x)-interior of ZQ-
so by Corollary to Theorem 4 and Proposition P
e is in the x-interior of B*(Zo*JYI) = B*M.
Claim 1. CO) (0 c M*, 0 e BN(L*) => id W)CW e BW(L), W <= U,
W A M2 <= [0] )).
^Suppose 0 is a member of BN(L*) and (}c m*.
2
Then C* = (x*-closure ((M*) ) ^  0) is a x*-compact subset of R,
so C = 5* [ C*J is (N # x)-compact, and hence C is x-compact.
Since e is not an element of C there is a W in BN(L) such 
that W ci U and C A W = A. Since (M2 -  5* [ 0 3 ) cz C,
W 0 M2 c. 1*101.1
Suppose Mq* e BW(L*) f) $(L*, M*, 2).
Claim 2. NL - 5* [Mq* ] is an element of M # x and
is an (Mq* # x*)-(M H x)-open map.
fsuppose 0* a Mq* and 0* is an element of x*. Then if x is an 
element of 0 = £* [ 0*J , then there is an element x* in 0* 
and element of BW(L*) such that x* •* ft* cz 0* and ?*(x*) = x. By 
Claim 1 there is an element W in BN(L) such that W c U
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and W 0 M2 = €* (Jfi* J . Then (x-W) a M c_O.J 
Thus g*|MQ* is an (Mq* # x*)-(Mq # f )-homeomorphism. Further, 
by Claim 1 there is an element in 8N(L) such that
5* tMQ* J , and there is an element W in BN(L) /I
*(L, U /I W1, 2). Then (W 0 M)2 c. M and so (M, W) is a
sub local group former in . Since W ~  M is an element of 
x, L+M is a locally compact ]ocal group which is locally iso­
morphic to L*. Let IVT = L+M.
Since W c. VQ there is a subset of W which is a x-compact 
element of rL and is such that (Ap U^ ) is an element of Al, 
and = L/(Ap U^ ) is a local Lie group. Since k^c. U, k-^ c. B. 
Further, if x, y are members of A-j^ f) M, then x, y are in W 0 M 
and hence x«y is in A^O M. This shows that A^ A M is a member 
of rL. So A^  ^H M = {e}.
Let T1 = T(L, Ap  U6), B1 = ^  I Bj , i]± = ^  \ Uj , ^  = T-^N] ,
= T^lMj . Since B^ is a x-j-compact element of rip and
L^  is a local Lie group, 4 +^B^  is a Lie group. Its identity 
component Bq is an element of B^ § Xp
Claim 3. (Q)(Q t 8N(Ivr)=£>e e x-interior (Q*T^ [BqJ )).
\ Suppose Q e BWOVT). Since e e x-interior (Q-B), e^ e x^interior
(T^  I q J B^). There is an element S in
BW(L1) 0 •(Ip T± [Q] -± B1, 2) such that (S2 f\ B1) c  Bq.
There is an element 0^  in BW(L) such that O^CU, 0= ( M)c Q,
and T^ £ 1 c. S. Then e is an element of the x-interior of
0*B, so e^ is an element of the x-^ -interior of T^ 10] ^ B p
VSuppose s e S n t ^-interior (T^  10] B^). Then
(3 x)(3 y)(x e T^t 0! , y e B^, x*^ y = s). Then since x is
o
an element of S, y = x'1*- s is an element of (S O B J c  B ,l 1 o
Thus (T^  IQ] ^  Bq) p TxI 0] ^  Eq p S n ij-interior 0^ t 03 ^  B^ ). 
Hence e is in the x-interior of
Every ascending chain of closed connected normal subgroups
of Bq is finite. £lf D2 are closed connected normal
subgroups of Bq with then and determine subvector
spaces H ,^ Hg of the Lie algebra of Bq with dim(D1) < dim(D2) ] .
Hence there is an Aq, a closed connected normal subgroup of
BqJ such that there is an element P in 8A/GYT) with
T, [Pj 0 A„ = {e,} and such that A is maximal;.with these l o l o
properties. Let A = T ^  I Aq 3 . Then A is a x-eompact normal
subgroup of T-^  [Bqj .
There is an element X in BAl(L) such that X^c (T^ [ Bq] »M0) q U.
Let X-^ = T^[Xj . Then (AQ, X^ ) is an element of
Alp and consequently (Aq} Bq X^ ) is an element of AL^ .
Let U2 = U n T ^  [B Xj,] . Then T ^  [ Bq3 £ Ug. If x is an 
2
element of U2 , then x = x^'x2 with x ,^ x2 elements of U2 and 
since T^ is a homomorphism on U^ ,
T^x^A-x] = (T1(x)) ^  [ Aq] T-^x) c. Aq. This
shows that (A, U2) is an element of AL.
Let L2 = L/C A, U2), T2 = T(L. A, U2), <}> be the natural 
projection map frcm to L2 £i.e. = {(T C^x), T2(x)): x e IL, }J ,
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-and let B2 = <j> T BqJ .
Suppose PQ Is an element In BH (M") with £ PQ1 n AQ 
= {e1>. Let P2 = T2 IPq] .
Claim 4. Every non-trivial closed connected normal subgroup 
of B2 Intersects P2 non-dlscretely.
[Suppose C2 is a non-trivial closed connected normal subgroup 
of B2 intersecting P2 discretely. Then there is an element Q
in BW(M") with Q c Pq such that T2 fQj h C 2 = {e2>.
Let C = T2*" [ C2] . Then C is a x-compact subgroup of T ^  £ Bq] .
So C, = Tx ICJ is a closed normal subgroup of Bq properly
containing Aq. Further, Q n C c Q n C / 1 A c P Q rtAc A^ . So
C^ A T-^Tq I = {e^ }. We will show that C^ is x-j-connected.
If D1 and D2 are disjoint non-null (C^  i x^)-ctosed subsets
of C^ whose union is C^ , then <f> [D^] and <j> TD2] are_(C § x2)-closed 
subsets of C whose union is C. Since C is x-connected, there 
exists an x in <J> [ D^ ] A <f> t D2 ] . So 
(3 X-jXS x2)(x1 e D^ , x2 e D2, x = = <|>(x2)). So
(3 c^X 3 agXap a2 e U2, ^(c^) = x^ , T^(a2) = X2, e
Thus x, *nx "i e A . But A ’-,xr. is x,-connected, so A^*nx„ c D~.1 1 2  0 o l 2  1 3 0 1 2  2
But x-^ is an element of A0*^ x2 which implies that x^ is an element
o f  D 2 . J
Now P2 and B2 are elementwise permutable so P2 A B2 c center(B2). 
Claim 5. B2 contains no non-trivial closed connected normal 
subgroups with discrete center.
[Suppose H is a closed non-trivial connected normal subgroup of
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Bg and 0 is an element of BN(L^ ) such that 0 A center(H) = {e2>. 
Then 0 A H A P 2 < £ 0 n H A B 2 A P 2 «d0AH  ^ center(B2) <c 0 fi 
center(H) = {e2>. Thus H Intersects P2 discretely contrary to 
Claim 4.)
Claim 6. Connected semi-simple Lie groups have discrete centers.
I
 ^Suppose G is a seml-sinple Lie group with Lie algebra H. Let 
K be the ideal in H corresponding to the identity component of 
the center of G. Since K is an abelian ideal and H is semi­
simple, K = {0}. So the identity component of the center of G
is a singleton, and hence the center is discrete. 1
These two claims show that B^ contains no non-trivial connected 
seml-sinple normal subgroups which implies that is commutative 
I 4, theorem 1.3, p. 1441 .
Claim 7. e2 e -^-interior (P2).
fslnce B2 is a (B2 # T2)-campact coimiutative Lie group, there is
an n in IN such that Bn = X  C, with C. isomorphic to the
d i=l,n 1 1
circle group for each i in Bin. For each such i,C^ is a
non-trivial closed connected normal subgroup of B2, and so by
claim 4 there is an 0^ , an element of 8N(L2), such that
Of n C^C ?2' Hence there is an element Q in BN(L^ ) such that
Q A B2 C P2 and (Q A *-  ^ 2* -^s 311 element D in
BN(L2) a *(t2, Q , 2), and there is an element E in
8N(rr) A *(IT, U2 n PQ, l) such that E2 = T2 IE] c D. Since e
is an element of the x-interior of E-T^ [ Bq3 [Claim 3] , e2
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is an element of the ^-interior of Eg*gBg £e and [Bq1 
are subsets of Ugl . Then there is an element Y in 8W(Lg) 
such that Y c D 0 (Eg*gBg).
Sub claim 1. Y C P2.
[fluppose y e Y. Then (3 x)(3 b)(x e Eg, b e Bg, y = x*gb).
Then b = (x^-^) e (Eg- 2Y) a Bg C D2 A Bg c Q  n B^c Pg.
So y e Eg-g [Pg n Q] c [D n Pg] • IPg O q3 c (pg n Q)
The claims 4-7 show that if PQ is any element in BN (M~) with
T^ lPQl 0 Aq = {e^ }, then eg is in the Xg-interior of Tg [ PQ] , and
consequently e is in the t-interior of Pq*A. Further, since PQ n A c. A^ ,
we have Art P = A rt P„ rt M c A, rt M = {e}.o o 1
p
Thus there is an element P^ in BN(M") such that A n P^ = (e},
and such that if and Qg are any elements in BN(LiP^) and BN(LiA)
respectively, then e is an element of the x-interior of Q-^Qg t Corollary to
Prop. F U. . There is an element 0 in BN(L) such that A*P^ .
Let G = (LiA) x(L*) and let 0, = {(a, p): a e A, p e P,, a*p e 0},
IG x J
and define ip = [ (x, y): 02: x*y ] . Let U = (A # r) * x*.
Then 0^ is an element of U, and ip is an (0^  # U)-x-continuous open map
which is one to one and is such that for all elements (a1, b1),
(a2, bg) of G1, t|i((a1, b^gteg, bg))= ^((a1, b-^J-fCCag, bg)). A.
Corollary A- If L is a locally compact local group, there is a x-compact 
element A of rL and a sublocal group M of I such that L+M is a local 
.•■'Lie group and L is locally isomorphic to (LiM)^ (LiA).
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Proof. a
Corollary B. Every locally compact local group is locally isomorphic 
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